
INTRODUCTION
Over 40% of new chemical entities (NCE) include lipophilic 
chemicals. Poorly soluble medications represent about 
1/3 of overall United States Pharmacopeia acknowledged 
pharmaceuticals.1,2 Lipophilic substances possess low water 
miscibility and improper disintegration profile, explaining 
limited bioavailability. Bioavailability is the proportion of 
the medicine that enters the circulatory system.3 Therefore, 
developing novel weakly water-dissolving compounds that 
acquire appropriate bioavailability may grow into critical, 
daunting scientific, commercial, and medical challenges. 
“Grease ball” and “brick dust” nanoparticles are two forms of 
poorly soluble medicinal complexes.4 Grease ball particles are 
very lipophilic and have a large log 𝑃 due to not interacting 
with water. Brick dust nanoparticles have a melting point of 

around 200℃ and low log𝑃. When immersed in water, their 
insoluble nature is triggered by the strong bonding between 
molecules and substantial lattice energies of the solid state. 
Log𝑃 or coefficient of partition is defined because logarithm 
with the ratio of the amount of a chemical in a mixture of two 
solvents that cannot combine, which are commonly octanol and 
water. Log𝑃 controls the water-phobic or lipophilic character 
of compounds.5,6

The long-term viability of the particles that are acquired 
through nanosuspension is attributable to their homogeneous 
measurement of the particles, corresponding to manufactured 
by several production techniques lack of particulates 
considerable changes in dimensions of nanosuspension 
inhibits creation for distinct saturation the solubility as well 
as gradients of concentration, thus not allowing the Otswald 
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maturing effects. Molecules diffuse from a more concentrated 
area surrounding tiny nanoparticles containing greater fullness 
bioavailability toward bigger particles containing a low 
amount drug (Table 1). This brings us the highly saturated 
solution surrounding the big particles, which in turn causes 
the medication to crystallize and produce big particles.
Positive Aspects About Nanosuspension6,7 

• It may be employed for weakly water soluble medications. 
• Reduced irritation to tissues in situations involving through 

the muscle or beneath-the-skin delivery. 
• Instant dissolving, especially tissue specificity competent 

to be accomplished via IV mode delivery. 
• The oral ingestion of nanosuspensions promotes quick and 

enhanced bioavailability. 
Challenges of Nanosuspensions6,7

• Physical stability, sedimentation, along with compaction 
can causes difficulties. 

• Since it’s bulky, adequate care needs to be made while 
handling and transiting. 

• Consistent and exact dosage will not be accomplished 
until suspension. 

Approaches for Preparation of Nanosuspensions

Precipitation method 
Medication dissolves into an organic solvent, and then the 
remedy is combined employing a dispersed impervious to 
precipitating solvents. At that soluble in water interaction 
ability to dissolve poor medication precipitates, there 
happened to be precipitation additionally paired with extensive 
compression processes. That is done using a mixture that 
has fast precipitation and also elevated uniformity. The 
proprietary NANOEDGE method US 6,884,436 from Baxter 
based formation causing precipitates of components in order 
to break down beneath circumstances withstrong abrasion and 
possibly heat energy.3

Nanojet technology 
Utilizing nanojet technology, sometimes referred opposing 
use streaming technologies (Figure 1). In instance, a series 
involving suspended in more than one separated sections is 

Table 1: Improvements of nanosuspensions above traditional formulations

Administration mode Drawbacks of traditional formulations Advantages for nanosuspension
Oral Gradual start of activity/inadequate absorbance Right away commencement of operation/better dissolution, 

resulting in enhanced bioavailability 
lowered fed/fasted ratio

Ocular Low absorption rate and lacrimal wash off Improved bioavailability/dose homogeneity 
Reduced irritability

Intravenous Poor dissolution/ineffective action Fast dissolving and targeted tissue disintegration 
The duration of retention in systemic circulation is long.

Intramuscular Patient dissatisfaction due to pain Tissue inflammation has been reduced. 
Bioavailability is quite high. 
Quick onset of action 

Inhalations Inadequate bioavailability because of restricted 
solubility

Rapid dissolving, good absorption, and dose control

Figure 1: Methods for creating nanosuspension

pushed with high pressure to create an interface together with 
one another, and because strong shear force created during the 
procedure that inevitably culminates as it decreases particle 
sizes.
Template for lipid emulsion or micro-emulsion
Lipid f luid emulsion procedure beneficial in case of 
pharmaceuticals which are accessible inside explosive 
solvent that were organic purposely water miscible to some 
extent compounds. As process involves a naturally occurring 
or combination solvent provided with the drug dispersed 
in a watery solution with suitable surfactants to form an 
emulsion (Table 2). The component of the organic mixture is 
afterwards evaporated under decreasing pressure. The drug 
particles aggregate quickly to generate the nanosuspensions 
maintained through surfactants. Using an emulsion created 
using the standard process with a somewhat dissolved 
phase of the water interchangeable solvents is an additional 
method for creating nanosuspensions. Nanosuspensions are 
formed by just spreading the emulsion. Additionally, nano-
emulsions are possible due to the ability of templates to create 
small-scale suspensions and micro-emulsions were stable 
by thermodynamics two-component dispersion impervious 
fluids might be water or oil that are held together via a layer 
of interfacial of surfactant along with surfactant to stabilize 
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medication may anything inserted directly interior stage or 
whatever an already-made microemulsion will get overdosed 
on the medication by thorough combining. The medication 
nanosuspensions are produced when its micro-emulsion is 
sufficiently diluted.
Melt emulsifying technique 
Using technique, the drug dissolved into stabilizers containing 
water, heated over known as medicine’s melting point, to 
prepare an emulsion. This allowed the emulsion’s consistency 
to remain above the point of melt of the drug solutions to an 
anti-solvent, triggering the combined solution to abruptly 
becoming super saturated and generate suitable crystalline 
or amorphous particles. Precipitation of an amorphous 
material could be increased through hypersaturation anytime 
the solubility of the condition of amorphousness has been 
surpassed.4

Homogenization under high pressure 
Within the extreme homogenization under stress procedure, 
the detour associated with medication Moreover, surfactants 
is driven under force via the nanosized aperture valves, an 
extremely homogenizer at tremendous pressure. That idea for 
the approach was established on ultrasonic stress produced 
by drugs molecules throughout a stage of water. These 
powerful pressures transform the drug’s microparticles into 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of methods employed in the getting nanosuspensions ready

Figure 3: There are several techniques for preparing nanosuspension

nanoparticles.5,6 Disso cubes invented from R.H. Muller 
utilizing an elevated pressures homogenizer using a piston-gap 
design employs technique, that occurred just now published 
an a US patent 5,858,410 that SkyePharm plc is the owner 
of.7 Demonstrate about medication. Emulsion followed by 
cooling down gently at room temperatures or over ice‐bath. 
The primary benefit of the melted emulsification technology 
contrasted for the dispersion method is to avoid natural solvents 
throughout production (Figure 2).
Techniques for Milling

Media milling 
Milling media is another method accustomed to create 
suspended forms of nanoscale particles (Figure 3). A 
nanocrystal represents a internationally guarded innovation 
US $5,145,684 created authored by Élan Nanotechnology.8 
Within these process, medication nanoparticles generated 
through submitting drug for medium grinding. Forces of 
shear and elevated energy created resulting from impingement 
from media milling required inputs for breaking any micro 
particulate medication extremely tiny particles. Throughout the 
procedure of milling media, the chamber for milling has been 
filled with the milling medium, water even adequate buffers, 
medication as well as stabilizers. Next came the grinding action 
medium alternatively, pearls spun within tremendous shear.
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Table 2: The benefits and drawbacks of different nanosuspension preparation procedures

Technique Benefit Limits Drug 
High-pressure 
homogenization 

Broadly applicable areas, simplicity in 
intensify and low individual batches 
variability, limited distribution of sizes 
whenever finished product, sanitation 
manufacture of suspension with 
nanostructure using IV infusion, as well 
as adaptability during managing drugs 
amount

Before homogenization, 
materials should be pre-
suspended and micronized 
medicine particles should be 
treated.

Antibiotics include amphotericin 
B, clofazamine, atovaquone, 
azithromycin, and bupravaquone. 
Glucocorticoid drugs containing 
fenofibrate

Milling Similar to those used in high-pressure 
homogenization 

Material degradation from 
grinding pearls is a possibility. 

Danazol, cilostazol, naproxen 

Microprecipitation Reduced energy consumption, 
dependable goods, and easy method

Non-aqueous solvents’ 
probable toxicity and limiting 
use of space

Griseofulvin, carbamazepine, 
cyclosporine, and vitamin A (retinoic 
acid)

Emulsion and 
microemulsion 

Minimal energy need, reliable products, 
easy process, tiny particle size, and 
uniform particle dispersion

Unwanted surfactants and 
leftover solvents in high 
concentrations

Griseofulvin, breviscapine 
mitotane (Ibuprofen) 

Microprecipitation-high 
pressure homogenization 

Less force and mechanical energy than 
homogenization under tremendous 
pressure; noticeably more consistent, 
lesser, even a lot much stable than 
microprecipitation.

The manufacturing technique is 
complicated.

-

Dry co-grinding Simple procedure 
There is no organic solvent. 
Short grinding time is required. 

Milling media residue 
production.

Glibenclamide clarithromycin 
Griseofulvin glisentide 
Pranlukast, naproxen, nifedipine, 
phenytoin 

Dry co-grinding 
Lately, nanosuspension may generated using dry milling 
processes.9,10 Dry co-grinding may be executed simply even 
affordably and avoiding using solvents of organic matter. The 
co-grinding process may reduce particles to submicron size, 
producing a stable amorphous solid.
Supercritical fluid technique 
Supercritical fluid technique usually are utilized for creating 
nanoparticles using medicinal components. Three different 
approaches have been tried: precipitate using the procedure of 
compression anti-solvent (PCA) and supercritical anti-solvent 
procedure enabling the quick development into supercritical 
solutions (RESS). The drawbacks of the aforementioned 
methods are the use of hazardous solvents and higher surfactant 
and stabilizer proportions compared to other techniques. 
Additionally, particle formation overgrowth because of 
temporary hyperconcentration might lead to some undesired 
polymorph or even an amorphous form.11

Formulation Concerns 

Stabilizer 
Stabilizers provide a steric or ionic barrier to inhibit Ostwald’s 
ripening in addition to nanosuspension agglomeration, 
resulting in a physically stable formulation. Their primary 
purpose is to fully moisten the drug particles. The kind and 
amount of stabilizers has a considerable influence on the 
chemical stability as well as in vivo functioning of nanoscale 
susceptibility. products utilized previously employed thus 

includes poloxomers, polysorbate, cellulosics, povidones, and 
lecithins. Lecithin denotes the sort of stabilizer with preference 
when someone desires construct parental approved along 
autoclaved nanosuspension. 
Co-surfactants 
The decision on the co-surfactant type is crucial as 
microemulsions are utilized to make suspensions of nanoscale 
particles. As co-surfactants can perform considerably impact 
stage behavior, co-surfactant’s influence upon absorption 
regarding the physiological stage during specified micro 
emulsion mixture and medication loading has to be explored. 
Even so, the literature specifies applying salts from bile 
especially sodium glycerophosphate as the co-surfactant, 
different soluble agents, for example transcutol, glycofurol, 
along with ethanol in addition to Isopropanol got the capacity 
to also remain careful, utilized inside their co-surfactants 
production comprises formulations.12

Additionally additives 
Depending on the drug moiety’s characteristics or the mode 
of administration, buffers, salts, polyols, osmogents, and 
cryoprotectants may be added to nanosuspensions.
Characterization of Nanosuspensions 
In accordance with Muller’s assessment (2001), which assessed 
the factors taken into account regarding nanosuspensions, 
included particle charges (zeta potential), size and size 
dispersion, and crystals state, among disintegrating rapidity 
and dissolving during saturation.13
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Distribution of particle sizes 
The majority essential characterization characteristics 
regarding nanosuspensions include the typical measurement 
of the fragments in addition to the criterion of polydispersity 
together influences its physiological-chemical parameters, 
including permeability near saturated, dissolving speed and 
equilibrium within one’s body, and physiological efficiency. 
Well, it is demonstrated that changes within size of a particle 
influence saturation solubility along with dissolving varying 
speed approaches assessing size of particle distributions tend 
to be laser diffraction, spectroscopy for photon correlation 
(PCS), followed by Coulter counter multisizer. PI represents 
a significant aspect that determines the structural integrity of 
nanosuspension and must be kept as lower as feasible for the 
longer-term sustainability of nanosuspension. PCS defines that 
with particles within the band between (3 nm–3 μm) which 
makes it’s challenging to identify probability of contaminating 
through nanosuspensions employing microparticulate 
medicines (possessing particle size more than 3 μm).
Particle charge distribution, or zeta potential 
Nanosuspenson’s stability in physical terms is determined by 
its zeta potential. Zeta potential may become accustomed to 
forecast sustained resilience since it is secondary indicator 
refers to the depth of a diffusion film. A zeta potential that 
is at least ± 30 mV is necessary in electrostatically charged 
stabilised nanosuspension, demonstrate high steadiness.14 
However, prospective zeta of at least ± 20 mV an amalgamated 
electrostatic followed by stabilization.
Crystal morphology and structure
diffraction analysis of X-rays, differential scanning calorimetry, 
and scanning electron microscope (SEM) are utilized to 
identify adaptable alterations brought about by the influence 
of homogenization under extreme pressure regarding drug’s 
crystal composition. Due to high pressure homogenization, 
nanosuspensions may suffer a modification their structure of 
crystals, maybe taking on an embodiment that is polymorphic 
or deliberately amorphous. Techniques like Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), SEM, and transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) are a few examples of atomic force 
microscopy techniques. chosen in order to gain a true grasp 
of particle shape.15 This exposes the exact dimension and form 
of nanoparticle in suspension.
Velocity of dissolving and saturation solubility 
Nanosuspensions improve the dissolving size, speed, in 
addition absorption through saturation decrease conclusions 
rise around dissolving tension. A spike across increased 
permeability of takes place along very minor decreases in 
dimension of particles may vary largely owing to modification 
to tension over surface, thus resulting enhanced permeability 
upon immersion.
Correlation of in-vivo pharmacokinetics
Regardless of delivery method and route of administration, a 
successful preparation requires the link to be established amid 

the emission in-vitro and addition to in-vivo uptake as well 
as the note of observation of produced with in-vivo outcome 
comprising these suspensions containing nanotechnology. 
For dissolving frequency is able to impact effectiveness 
formulations upto significant degree.16,17 The size since those 
nanoparticles’ surface attributes improve a role in the organ 
distribution of intravenously administered nanosuspensions. 
Following intravenous injection of nanosuspensions, surface 
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity and connections to plasma 
proteins are thought to play a significant role while figuring 
out its organ arrangement with in-vivo behavior. With swift 
growth combining biology as well as physical chemicals, 
several methodologies analyze its exterior characteristics. 
Engaging relations among proteins influence evolved recent. 
After giving animals an intravenous injecting medication 
nano-suspensions may be used to quantify the amount of 
proteins that have adhered to the surface of the nanoparticles.18 
Nevertheless formation combined both in-vitro/in-vivo link 
vitally crucial pertaining to nanosuspensions, and biologically 
research published since then.
Utilizing Nanosuspensions for Drug Administration 

Parenteral administration 
Different parenteral administration methods, such as intra-
articular, intraperitoneal, and intravenous injection, can be 
used to give nanosuspensions (Table 3). The medicine must 
become soluble enough have a dimensions of a fragment 
less than 5 μm in order to be administered parenterally 
without obstructing capillaries. Present options in case of 
parenteral distribution including salts production, impermeable 
employing micellar cleans remedies, complexation, as well and 
additional solvents using cellulose as well as lately liposomes 
because but also they do exist restrictions utilization techniques 
due for constraints regarding their soluble nature capability 
genuine acceptance by parents. Within this aspect, liposomes 
contain far more acceptable and adaptable, considering 
injectable distribution. Nevertheless generally endure through 
disadvantages like just as corporeal unpredictability, elevated 
production expense and challenges when scaling higher. The 
aforementioned issues might be resolved by nanosuspensions. 
Furthermore, nanosuspension were previously used proven 
boosting effectiveness of parenterals delivered medications. 
Administration through oral route
Nano-sizing medications might end with a substantial increases 
the medication’s buccal absorption alongside subsequently 
availability. The reasons for the improved bioavailability 
include the drug’s higher dissolving velocity, enhanced 
saturation solubility that results in a greater differential of 
intensity within the range blood and the lumens of the digestive 
system, including the drug’s adhesiveness to the mucosa. 
Tablets and hard gelatin capsules containing pellets are 
examples of dry dosage forms that can be utilized with aqueous 
nanosuspensions. The aqueous nanosuspensions might serve 
as a moistening ingredient to prepare the bulk particles 
from extruder or directly within the granulation process. A 
similar approach was recently reported for integrating solid 
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nanoparticles of lipids through pellet form. Aggregates may 
additionally created via nanosuspensions sprayed-drying, 
ophthalmic medication delivery. 

The use of nanosuspension may essential in case of 
medications as they don’t dissolve well contains fluids of the 
lachryma. Pauses provide benefits similar longer duration 
into cul-de-sac, whenever desired the majority of ocular 
disorders successful therapy as well as avoiding excessive 
pH generated retention in fluids medicines. Real execution 
relies inherent soluble character medication in secretions of 
the lachryma. Consequently, its inherent breakdown pace at 
which the medication within lachrymal secretions influences 

its dissolution increased availability in the eyes. But still, 
because lachrymal fluids are constantly coming in and going 
out, the drug’s intrinsic dissolution rate will fluctuate.
Pulmonary medication delivery 
Nebulizers that are aqueous fluids may be nebulized using 
mechanical or even ultrasonic techniques. nanosuspensions 
when breathing. Basically nanosuspension may utilized any 
nasal sprays. The scattering might concentrate. In drops of 
spray, drug nanoparticles probable might be present because 
of the abundance of tiny particles rather than a small number 
of big ones.

Table 3: A possible patent situation for the creation of nanosuspensions

Title appears No. of patent Primary contributor Year References
Medication-containing nanosuspensions to serve medicine taken through 
systems demonstrating increased equilibrium dissolving rates,consistency

WO1996014830 Muller RH et al. 1996 19

20Optimization of retaliation utilizing perceive nano-suspension US5582957 Sirianni JF. et al. 1996 20

Nano-suspension during IV delivery EP0733358 Weder HG. et al. 1998 21

Enhancing retaliation using perceive nanosuspension EP0734955 Sirianni JF. et al. 1998 22

Enhancing retaliation using perceive nanosuspension EP0733372 Weder HG. et al. 1998 23

Administering nanosuspension intravenously US5726164 Weder HG. et al. 1998 24

Medicinal nanodispersions as methods for medicine consumption via 
greater absorption at saturating and solution 

US5858410 Muller RH. et al. 1999 25

Process of creating nanosuspension WO2001062374 Bernd K et al. 2001 26

To encapsulate liposomes or the microspheres, especially nanosuspensions 
are used.

WO2002096368 Solis RM. et al. 2002 27

formulation including small-scale spironolactone WO2002102391A2 Guy V. et al. 2002 28

29A pharmaceuticals combination encompass pharmaceutical
polymers that promotes concentration.

JP2003026607 Curatolo WJ. et al. 2003 29

Liposomes along with microspheres are utilized to contain 
nanosuspensions.

US20030096000 Solis RM et al. 2003 30

A technique of administering physiologically potent material US20030170311 Russell VDC. et al. 2003 31

Technique comprising unleashing small particles within nanoscale 
including proactive component through diffusion-regulated medication 
during administration

US20030215513 Fyhr P. et al. 2003 32

Anti-retroviral nanosuspensions for better central neurological 
administration

US20050202094 Werling JO. et al. 2005 33

Antiretroviral nanosuspensions over improved delivery of the central 
nervous system 

EP1713443 Werling J. et al. 2006 34

Nanosuspension without antifungal drug for breathing in conjunction 
better contamination profile as well as security

EP2095816 Schlichthaar R. et al. 2009 35

Composition, method of manufacturing, and utilization of quercetin 
nanosuspension freezing and drying

CN200910143882 Iang L. et al. 2009 36

Nanosuspensions alongside anti-fungal drug for breathing in conjunction 
better profile of impurities security.

WO2009106333 Schlichthaar R. et al. 2009 37

Nanosuspension comprising antifungal medication for inhalation, with an 
increased contaminant profile as well as security.

CA2716658A1 Rainer S. et al. 2009 38

Generating a molecular suspension with generating composite made of 
polymers

WO2013187794A1 Vladimir AT. et al. 2013 39

Curcumin nanosuspension as well as its fabrication process CN102961368A Zhongrong L et al. 2013 40

Abiraterone-acetate nanosuspension WO2014009436 Grahek et al. 2014 41

Nanosuspension concerning revaprazan hydrochloride as well as method 
of production

CN101874775B Liao Y et al. 2013 42
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Bioavailability improvement 
The drug’s low oral bioavailability might be brought about by 
the gastrointestinal tract’s (GIT) poor solubility, permeability, 
or stability. low solubility and low permeability across the 
cell membrane are the primary issues that nanosuspensions 
address in order to address poor bioavailability. Utilizing 
a nanosuspensions formulation. Considering bioavailable 
nature hepatoprotective drug, oleanolic acid, which is merely 
dissolving, got improved. That therapeutic impact was greatly 
boosted, which showed better bioavailability. This was brought 
about by the fact that the lyophilized nanosuspensions powder 
dissolving 90% quicker in 20 minutes than a coarse powder 
would (15%) in the same amount of time. 
Target medication delivery 
Moreover, nanosuspension are feasible employed for specific 
administration whereas outer surfaces characteristics cognitive 
conduct in-vivo could simply adjusted altering certainly 
milieu and the stabilizing factor. Targeted distribution with 
commercially viable nanosuspensions is made possible by their 
variety, simplicity of scaling up, and commercial product. The 
creation implementing nanosuspensions via employing diverse 
coatings on surfaces enabling either active or passive targeted 
as intended place next generation various certain medication 
administration methods.
Formulations for tropical utilization
Therapeutically useful nanoparticles potentially included 
creams including waterless moisturizers. The crystal 
nanostructure formulation consequences with improved 
fullness concentration about medication within topical dose, 
therefore boosting diffusion of medicinal product through skin.
Mucoadhesive about nanoparticles 
When taken through buccal, the suspension of nanoparticles 
dissolves into a liquid medium and quickly comes into contact 
with the mucous membrane. The fragments become stuck near 
the outermost layer on intestine via instance of attachment 
termed It encompasses “bioadhesion.” Based on point 
regarding, the focused solution serves the purpose of particle 
reservoir, and the retention technique proceeds quickly. Prior 
to particle absorption, there is a bioadhesive phase in which 
the particles come into direct touch with the intestinal cells. 
The ability of the nanosuspensions to stick together enhances 
both bioavailability and targeting of the parasites that are still 
present in the gastrointestinal tract.

CONCLUSION 
Nanosuspension handled low bioavailability issues associated 
with hydrophobic medications and pharmaceuticals, 
which are not readily soluble in aqueous solutions, in 
addition to organic solutions. Production procedures, 
including elevated force homogenizers and media milling are 
employed to comprehensively manufacture nanosuspensions. 
Nanosuspensions are capable of being administered by 
respiratory, parenteral, buccal, and ophthalmic specialized 
paths. Considering nanotechnology was fundamentally reduced 

needs involving excipients, higher breakdown velocities along 
saturating absorbency substantially low biodegradability 
medications synthesized to serve as nanosuspension.
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